Quotes
“A unique interaction between guitar and voice. This duo creates an exciting
and organic approach to not only standards but contemporary and pop
music.” - LA TIMES
“This recording is a masterpiece on so many levels..touching, reflective, lyrical
and above all musical qualities. This is a recording with love and mutual
respect ringing clear as a bell, infused with many deep musical and life
qualities. Kate’s emotional vocabulary is striking, nuanced and bold. We all
miss Vic....however this recording leaves testimony to the love that permeates
the music. Rest in peace Victor,” - DAVE LIEBMAN
“The world of music was devastated by the loss of Vic Juris, but here he leaves
us a most beautiful calling card - something to ease our own pain and cause
us to smile with wonder at his incredible guitar work,” - JOE LOCKE
“Return To Shore, the impossibly tender duo offering from vocalist Kate Baker
and recently passed guitar icon Vic Juris has the gravitas of a musical love
story 25 years in the making. We’re privy to an intimate conversation between
consummate artists as they write a final chapter together - an ode to each
other and to the music they both created and loved. Heartrending and
transcendent,” - KATE MCGARRY
"Baker is a world class jazz singer, the pellucid, soulful voice and fluid phrasing
enable her to personalize the music including her own poetic, searing lyrics,
at once universal and intensely introspective.
I took out the names of the tunes.... too much. but it is in the liner notes."

-TED PANKIN
"I’m moved by the beauty, how Kate tells a story with the lyrics in such a
personal way and the palpable connection between her and Vic - whose
playing is on another level here.” - DAVE STRYKER

"'Return to Shore,' the posthumous duo release of Vic Juris with his wife and
musical collaborator, vocalist Kate Baker, is just beautiful. The program is
particularly poignant. I found it impossible to listen to 'I’ve Grown
Accustomed To His Face' and not shed a tear. Kate is in rare voice…expressive,
honest, and lovely in every way. As always, Vic’s playing is astonishing while
also supportive. A great addition to the recorded legacy of Vic and the deep
connection he shared with Kate." - JAY ANDERSON
"This recording by Kate Baker & Vic Juris is a beautiful and intimate journey
with deep expression on each piece of music. It gives us the sense of their
passion and love for each other within this repertoire." - JOE LOVANO
"'Return to Shore - The Duo Sessions' is an album filled with celebration of the
creativity and mutual inspiration that Kate Baker and Vic Juris shared during
their many years together. The songs they chose for this project are a poetic
look into the love they both poured into writing and interpreting these
musical stories. They invite us to join in the deeply personal reading of their
life connections." - JUDI SILVANO
“The opening track, God Only Knows,
gives the listener an idea of what they are in for - an absolutely gorgeous
heart-imbued experience. The world of music was devastated by the loss of
Vic Juris, but here he leaves us a most beautiful calling card - something to
ease our own pain and cause us to smile with wonder at his incredible guitar
work. Kate Baker is sublime on this recording. Her voice is pure and
compelling and she always employs it to serve the song, never to merely
show off her technique. The real payoff here, though, is in the conversation
between these two artists. It is a conversation which is at times playful, and at
other times heartbreaking. But what this recording is most of all is a
testament A testament to the fact that even after all else falls away, love remains.”

- JOE LOCKE

